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ASM Language Policy and Procedures

LANGUAGE PHILOSOPHY

Language development is vital in supporting our school’s mission. The ability to use and understand language, both written and
spoken, is increasingly important in our world. Communication is at the heart of the human experience and at ASM we believe that
the study of English, Italian and other world languages will not only help students to communicate meaningfully and effectively but
will also raise their intercultural understanding. To this end, it is ASM’s goal to develop high levels of language proficiency in the
English language, and that there is equal access to the curriculum for all learners, including those whose mother tongue is
different from English.

At the same time we encourage and support the study of the culture and language of Italy, the host country, as well as students’
native languages.

At ASM we are committed to providing an excellent education in English to students who oftentimes are multilingual learners,
coming from a wide range of linguistic and cultural backgrounds. Research shows that it takes two years for a beginning language
learner to acquire basic communication skills. Furthermore, it takes five to seven years on top of that to develop academic
language skills.1 With this in mind, we support English Language Learners, who tested at a beginner or intermediate level in their
language proficiency test, until they reach a competent level of proficiency in English.

English is the language of instruction within the school; as such the key to student success in other subject areas lies in their level
of competency in this language. English lessons have an obvious role to play in teaching and reinforcing language skills needed in
other mainstream subjects. However, subject teachers are also language teachers, and should be developing students’ language
skills. Subject teachers are expected to correct mistakes in English as well as content of written work, and to provide key
vocabulary as appropriate. It is especially important to take into account those language skills required in their particular subject
area(s). In addition to this, teachers will receive support to adjust materials and lesson design to meet the needs of ELL students.
Students and teachers are expected to speak in English at all times (except in Italian, French or Spanish classes, of course), but in
some cases, ASM recognizes occasions when students may benefit from help from another student in their mother tongue in
which they are not only linguistically more competent, but can also think in more easily.

LANGUAGES OFFERED AT ASM

LANGUAGE A

Language A in English. Depending on the needs of the student population, students will be scheduled accordingly in the upper
school.
In the IB Diploma program, ASM offers the following course:

IB English A Language & Literature HL/SL

Language A in Italian. For mother tongue students or for students who have reached native or near native competence in the
language.
In the IB Diploma program, ASM offers the following course:

IB Italian A Language & Literature HL/SL

Language A in a native language other than English and Italian: At ASM we encourage students to take Language A IB
Diploma exams in their mother tongue  through the self-taught course.  In such cases the student is provided with an independent
study period in their schedule to work on their self-taught course. The student is assigned a supervisor who teaches a course in
studies in language and literature as well as a tutor who is proficient in the student’s first and best language.  The supervisor and
tutor’s role is to guide the student during the two years of the IB program according to the IB Language A Literature
school-supported self-taught requirement.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xqykD2Qsi9NfHvLg6luY1imjldEBSB-J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xqykD2Qsi9NfHvLg6luY1imjldEBSB-J/view?usp=sharing
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1 J. Cummins, (1978) “Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency, Linguistic Interdependence, the optimum age question and
some other matters.” Working Paper on Bilingualism, No. 19, 121-129

Language A Italian Preparatory Courses
The Italian Preparatory Courses are designed for mother tongue Italian speakers and other students whose fluency in Italian is
equal to a native speaker. The course runs from Kindergarten to Grade 8 and culminates in an External Examination ruled by the
Italian Ministry of Education at the end of grade 5  and at the end of grade 8.

Starting from the knowledge of the alphabet, students will be directed to develop their mastery of the Italian language, both in the
written and in the oral forms in a sustained, coherent and logical manner. According to their grade level, students will be
introduced to different forms of written communication and will learn to appreciate the language and literature of Italy.

Students who wish to continue the study of the Italian Language and Literature, may choose to enroll in the Language A courses
in High School, which culminate with the IB Diploma Italian Language and Literature examination.

LANGUAGE B

At ASM, students are required to learn one additional language once they have achieved proficiency in English.

Language B courses are for students who are studying an additional language, or who have not yet reached native competency.
Language B is offered in Italian from Kindergarten to 12th grade and in French and Spanish from grade 6.  A number of our upper
school students take two Language B courses.

In the IB Diploma program, ASM offers the following courses:

Italian, French and Spanish AB Initio
Italian, French and Spanish B SL/HL

Students wishing to take a Language B IB exam other than French, Italian and Spanish, may do so providing that the IB curriculum
is followed, the minimum amount of teaching hours recommended by IBO are met, and taught by a school- approved instructor.

ASM ENROLLMENT CRITERIA FOR WORLD LANGUAGE COURSES
(FRENCH/ITALIAN/SPANISH)

Any student who falls into any of the following categories will not be allowed to enroll in French, Italian or Spanish as foreign
languages courses:

Target Language is the mother tongue of one or both candidate’s parents; it was the first language learned.
Target Language is the candidate’s usual language of communication and the student feels confident reading and writing the
language.
The candidate has studied all or part of his/her primary and/ or secondary education in the Target Language.

Students meeting the above conditions may choose to do the following: Either enroll in the course as native speakers (Language
A) OR Choose one of the other World languages (Language B) offered at ASM IB Diploma Program Grades 11 – 12.

The previous conditions are based on directions given by the International Baccalaureate Organization and clearly stated
in the following excerpts:

“It is essential that Diploma Program Coordinators and Teachers ensure that students are following the course that is best suited
to their present and future needs and that will provide them with an appropriate academic challenge. The degree to which
students are already competent in the language and the degree of proficiency they wish to attain by the end of the period of study
are the most important factors in identifying the appropriate course. Coordinators, in conjunction with teachers, are responsible
for the placement of students. Many factors determine the Language B course that the student should take: the student’s best
language, the language(s) spoken at home and at school, and any previous knowledge of the language of study. The most
important consideration is that the course should be a challenging educational experience for the student, offering not only
the opportunity to learn an additional language but also the means of learning, appreciating and effectively interacting in a
culture different from the student’s own. All final decisions on the appropriateness of the course for which students are entered
are taken by coordinators in liaison with teachers using their experience and professional judgment to guide them.” (IB Language
B Subject Guide, 2015)
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“Students enter language acquisition courses with varying degrees of exposure to the target language(s).
It is, therefore, important that students are placed into a course that is most suited to their language
development needs and that will provide them with an appropriate academic challenge.
Further placement guidance can be drawn from the  study Benchmarking Selected IB Diploma Programme
Language Courses to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. This study suggests that
students already at CEFR A2 or B1 in the target language can comfortably take language B SL. Students
already at CEFR B1 or B2 can comfortably take language B HL.” (IB Language B Subject Guide, 2018)

More guidance is also available in the IBO publication DP language courses: overview and placement guidance.

English Language Learning (ELL) Instruction

This course is for students who have limited competence in English. This course is offered three to five times a week. Students in
the ELL program will not be allowed to take Italian, French or Spanish as Language B. Once a student is admitted into the ELL
program, parents are informed before the student begins receiving ELL support.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

Students whose primary language is not English will be assessed for English language proficiency. English proficiency
requirements are as follows:

Grades EC-2 English Language Learner (ELL) students with beginning level proficiency in English may be admitted at
these grade levels. ELL beginners are normally admitted only at the beginning of the school year

Grades 3-5 Students must demonstrate an intermediate level of proficiency in English. International ELL students with
a low proficiency level of English may be admitted at these grade levels, at the discretion of the Director.

Grades 6-7 Students must demonstrate an intermediate level of proficiency in English.This level would be determined
by WIDA assessments, MAP scores and performance in content area classes.

Grade 8 Students must demonstrate an intermediate level of proficiency in English. This level would be determined
by WIDA assessments, MAP scores and performance in content area classes.

Grades 9-10 Students must demonstrate an advanced level of proficiency in English. This level would be determined by
WIDA assessments, MAP scores and performance in content area classes.

Grades 11-12 Students must be at grade level proficiency in English
This level would be determined by WIDA assessments, MAP scores and performance in content area
classes.

Admission of all ELL students is contingent upon the availability of space in the ELL program.

Students will be tested and placed using an internationally recognized assessment tool. The student’s program will be designed
based upon individual needs and progress.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OFRZmULbg5i1GU755Gfs6xXVatHrp8Hb/view?usp=sharing
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All ELL students will be admitted on a probationary status for between one and two semesters. Outside tutoring and summer
school may be required at the parents’ own expense.

Applicants who have special educational needs not provided for by the ASM program may be admitted contingent upon a
perceived ability to succeed in the school program and parental agreement to provide required resources or educational
assistance at their own expense.

Exceptions to the above guidelines may be made at the discretion of the Director.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS (ELL)

REQUIREMENTS AND CREDIT

As part of the admissions process new students are tested and recommended for additional language support in both the
Elementary and the Upper School. English Language Learners (ELL) are given opportunities to learn English in an individual and
small group setting and placed in appropriate groups based on their level of English.

Upon entrance to ASM students are assessed with  the WIDA English proficiency test to determine their level in oral, reading and
writing skills.  These tests allow for the ELL specialist(s) to identify whether the student is non-English, limited or fluent/competent
in all three areas and whether they should be placed in beginning or intermediate ELL. As part of the admissions process, new
students are evaluated together with ELL teachers and may be recommended for additional language support in the Upper
School.  At the Elementary School all new students, 1st grade and above, who are non-native English Speakers are evaluated at
the beginning and at the end of the year.

Lower School Upper School

WIDA Scores determine placement, movement through the
program and exiting
Beginner support
Level 1-3
Intermediate In-Class Support
Level 3.1-4.9
Monitoring
Level 5.0 and above

WIDA Scores determine placement, movement through the
program and exiting
Beginner class
Level 1-3.9
Intermediate Class
Level 4-4.9
Monitoring
Level 5.0 and above in all areas (reading, writing, listening
and speaking)

Exiting Procedures
Students continue to be  monitored based on WIDA specific
language areas, MAP data, and Reading assessments.

5th Grade
Teachers will make recommendations for students who
should enroll in ELL Beginner or Intermediate.
Students who should continue to be monitored are noted
separately.

Exiting Procedures

Middle School
3.5 cut off for speaking
5.3 Overall

High School
4 cut off for speaking
5.5 Overall

*Evaluator Discretion Allowed - conference with other ELL
teacher, grade level teachers, admin and counselor
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MODIFIED ELL MIDDLE SCHOOL GRADE SCALE

Exceeds Outstanding work, in which you apply relevant skills, knowledge and concepts. Your work shows effort,
judgment, maturity and insight.  You use academic language effectively in this subject area.

Meets Good work, in which you apply relevant skills, knowledge and concepts. Your work shows effort and
judgment. You are developing academic language in the subject area.

Does Not Meet Limited understanding of skills, knowledge and concepts. Your work shows limited effort.  You need
additional support in acquiring academic language.

This policy was reviewed during school year 2020-2021 and implemented in September, 2021 by:

Director of Teaching and Learning
English A Coordinator
ELL teachers
Italian A Coordinator
Language B Coordinator
DP Coordinator

References:
Language B Guide IBO 2015
Language B Guide IBO 2018

DP language courses: overview and placement guidance IBO August 2021
Guidelines for developing a school IBO 2008
Learning in a language other than mother tongue in IB programmes. IBO 2008
Benchmarking Selected IB Diploma Programme Language Courses to the Common European Framework
of Reference for Languages September UK Naric, 2016

https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages
https://wida.wisc.edu/

https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-european-framework-reference-languages
https://wida.wisc.edu/
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